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Rainey, Thomas Wallis 29 to Helen E Lynn 22 #440 by Wm A Rice MG Aug 6 1900; bn Wm N Lynn
Rains, James K to Elizabeth Reader; bn Blackburn Burnett Oct 12 1838- No Return
Rains, Wm to Sarah Catharine Childress #160 by J N Bishop MG May 27 1886; bn H H Weaver
Rains, Wm to Rachel Emaline King by J R Payne MG Jan 7 1874; bn J M Knox
Rainwater, John B to Mary Kifer by Zac. Boothe JP Jan 13 1846; bn John Lawson
Rairdon, David to Polly Brannum by John Love JP May 3 1802; bn James McCullogh
Rairdon, Robert to Abigail Nolen by John Love JP Nov 4 1802; bn James McCullogh
Ralsdon: See also: Raulston & Rolston
Ralsdon, Herbert M to Ruth S B Craig #588 by Wm Graham PER Dec 5 1892; bn W T Craig
Ralsdon, Joseph L 30 to Naddie C Stephens 18 #275 by Isaac H Miller MG May 25 1899; bn R A Keller
Ralsdon, Julia to Robert Anderson (c) on Dec 30 1865
Ralsdon, Margaret J to Robert F King on Aug 8 1844
Ralsdon, Mary E to Wm M Caples on Sept 29 1890
Ralsdon, Sarah to Edward B Mace on Aug 27 1883
Ramage, Annie to George H Smith: M-5: June 4 1872
Ramage, Edwin C to Susannah Brown #310 by John H Frazee CMG May 28 1898; bn John H Frazee
Rambo, A P to Susan A McCammon by Wm C Tipton JP Jul 16 1846; bn W C Pickens
Rambo, Alexander P to Julia Fleming #229 by Francis Thomas Marron RCP Jul 31 1884; bn J M King
Rambo, Frances J to James K Griffin on Sept 5 1872
Rambo, Mary L to M E Tarwater on Feb 21 1878
Rambo, Sarah to James Williams on Dec 30 1875
Rambo, Thomas A to Jane Johnson by P B McCarrell BMG May 15 1873; bn J K Griffin
Ramsay, W B A to Eliza H C White by Thomas H Nelson Oct 30 1834; bn E Alexander
Ramsay, Albert P to Alice Boggs #355 by M P Burnett JP Nov 4 1884; bn R J Childress
Ramsay, Alex to Caroline McMillan #354 by S K Harris JP Oct 24 1885; bn A E Hall
Ramsey, Alfred to Lou Swanner #108 by J W Moulden JP Feb 20 1890; bn John Chanaberry
Ramsey, Allen to Anna Oliver by John T Jack JP Jul 18 1872; bn Calvin Lytle
Ramsey, Allen 25 (b Knox Co, Tenn, r Knoxville, a stonecutter) to Sarah J Roper 23 (c) #929 (b Jefferson Co, Tenn, r Knoxvillle) by Samuel Sherman MMG Oct 19 1882: Wit: Eliza Patterson, Martha Turk, Susan Rimzie and Rachel Sherman; bn J W Smith
Ramsey, Ann Amelia to Robert M Swan on Dec 16 1824
Ramsey, Annie to John Hardin on Apr 11 1892
Ramsey, Bettie B to A Baird on Jan 30 1874
Ramsey, Charles to Laura Dobson #401 by W M Sellers JP Aug 13 1896; bn Wm Turner
Ramsey, Cordelia to John L Burnett on Feb 18 1886
Ramsey, Dorothy B to James Gettys; bn Mar 21 1834
Ramsey, Eliza to Nelson Bowman on Mar 26 1888
Ramsey, Eliza to Thomas Mason: License: VOID; bn May 6 1885
Ramsey, Eliza to A P Mulvaney on Dec 19 1888
Ramsey, Eliza Jane Naomi Bane Alexander to James Scott Jr on Jan 27 1825
Ramsey, Elizabeth Ann to Marvel Cox: W: Oct 22 1854
Ramsey, Elizabeth F to Joseph Pleasant Durham; bn Oct 16 1858
Ramsey, Francis A to Margaret Humes by R H King MG Apr 13 1820; bn Hu Brown
Ramsey, H E A to Daniel Breck: W: Oct 21 1845
Ramsey, Harriet Rutledge to Benjamin B Lenoir; bn Nov 27 1855
Ramsey, Howard H to Alice E Miser #294 by L H H Carlock MG Oct 8 1885; bn W T Jones
Ramsey, James 21 to Margaret Huffaker 18 #585 by W M Bales JP Oct 17 1899; bn J T Trammel (?)
Ramsey, Dr James G M to Margaret B Crozier, dau of Capt John Crozier, by Thomas H Nelson PMG Mar 1 1821; bn Clark T Barton
Ramsey, Jennie B to James D Faucette on Jan 21 1891
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